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Abstract. Cyclic strains of joints may cause fonnation of a crack or cracks in a bolt thus changing its loading condi
tions. After crack appearance in a bolt it can be used if its length does not exceed a critical one. Modification of the 
shakedown theorem - the method of additional load -- was applied in the investigation. The results - the analytical 
expressions of shakedown conditions are in a sufficiently good agreement with those achieved by other methods. Differ
ences occur due to failure to get an accurate analytic expression. Solution of the shakedown problem plays an essential 
role in detennining the safety factor of bolts subjected to cyclic strains. 
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1. Introduction 

Conditions that are sufficient for the development 
of shakedown are validated by the Melan's principle (the 
static theorem of shakedown) and Coiter's kinematic theo
rem. The further investigations of shakedown theories are 
presented in works of G. Maier, J. Konig, G. Polizzoto, 
A. Cizas, J. AtkoCiunas, etc. 

If at the beginning of loading residual deformations 
due to plastic yield stop accumulating after a certain 
number of cycles, it means that a construction has reached 
its shakedown state under a given load. An analysis of 
shakedown conditions may help determine the limit val
ues of external parameters [ 1-5]. 

An ideal material without any defect does not exist 
in reality. Provided defect (crack) is propagating, the rup
ture risk and evolution of shakedown conditions have to 
be investigated. An new extensions of shakedown theory 
for cracked bodies are proposed in [6-8]. 

The analytical expressions [9-12] derived and shake
down diagrams developed on their basis are used to 
elaborate a reserve calculation procedure for a progres
sive profile change in different threaded joints (without 
a crack, with one- and double-sided cracks). Evaluation 
of the threaded joint shakedown process and determina
tion of the safety factor are matters of great importance. 

The shakedown of a bolt with a double-sided crack 
has been previously investigated [I 0, 12]. Modification 
of the static theorem of shakedown - the method of addi
tional load- was applied in the investigation [10]. In the 
present work this method is used for a bolt subjected to 
a complex deformation when a one-sided fatigue crack 
propagates over the cross-section of the bolt. 

2. The investigation aim 

The aim of the work was to define the shakedown 
area of a bar with a circular cross-section (a bolt or a 
stud) in case of formation and propagation of a crack on 
one side of a bolt. The bolt was deformed by a constant 
axial force within symmetrically constant limits at a vari
able bending moment, ie, N = const, while 
-M*::;; M ::;; M *, M* = const. The bolt material was 
perfectly elastoplastic. 

3. Geometrical properties of the cross-section 

The method of additional load is quite frequently 
used, and the results of this method are verified by solv
ing problems using other methods. Application of this 
method does not cause too great difficulties; however, 
when it is applied to a bar with a one-sided crack, the 
problem of an analytical solution arises. 

The cross-section of a bar with a crack of the depth 
hp is shown in Fig 1. The crack depth is also defined 
by the angle a p . Some intermediate operations were left 
out, and the main geometrical indices necessary for the 
analysis were deduced. 

The area of the crack-free section of the circle is: 

r-h P :r 

As= fdA= J b·dx=2·r 2 J-sin 2 a·da= 

A -r aP (1) 

= r 
2 

· ( 1l - a P + sin a P · cos a P ) . 

The area of the crack zone is: 

(2) 
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Fig 1. Bolt cross-section with a crack 

The co-ordinate of the cross-section centre of a crack 
weakened bar is: 

Sv 2 sin
3 a P 

XC=--·-=--· . ·r. (3) 
As 3 1t- a P + sm a P · cos a P 

The second moment of area in respect of the cen
tral axis y 1 is: 

4 sin6 aP . ) 4 sma cosa --·r ·------'-----
P P 9 ;r+sinap cosap -ap 

(4) 

Section modulus is: 

3 1 1 . 3 
wyl =r ·(-Jr+-smapcos ap-

4 2 
1 . 1 
-sma cosa --a -4 p p 4 p 

4 sin6 ap 
. )«1-

9 ;r+smaP cosap -ap (5) 

2 sin3 ap ____ _.___ __ )_ 
3 ;r+sinap cosap -ap 

In addition to these geometrical indicators, the "plas
tic" section modulus of the cross-section Wpl is neces
sary, which is equal to the sum of the static moments of 
the stretched and compressed zone in respect of the neu
tral axis. In bending case and when a perfectly elasto
plastic material yields in the whole area of the cross
section, the neutral axis divides the cross-section into two 
equal areas. Application of this generally known law 
causes certain difficulties in attempts to define shake
down conditions by means of analytic equations. In solv
ing this problem failure to obtain an analytical solution 
of the neutral axis position is unavoidable. In this case 
the dependence of the neutral axis upon the crack angle 
a p was expressed approximately by a second-order poly
nomial function. In spite of the simplicity of the func
tion of the neutral axis position, the obtained analytic 

expression of the "plastic" section modulus is very com
plicated, therefore it is not presented in this paper. 

4. Conditions of shakedown 

The geometrical properties described above are suf
ficient for a bolt shakedown analysis. Appearance of al
ternating plastic deformation would be the first fracture 
case of a deformed bar. Alternating plastic deformation 
under the action of a variable bending moment will oc
cur, if the bending moment reaches the limiting value 
Me which is further conditionally referred to as the limit 
elastic moment. It is equal to: 

Me=Wyl-cry, (6) 

where crY is the yield stress. 
Thus the condition of alternating plastic deforma

tion would be: 

M 
M =Me or -- = 1. 

Me 
(7) 

It is convenient to express the limit elastic moment 
Me by the limit moment of the non-weakened cross-

section M~, which causes yield in the whole cross-sec-

tion and is equal to: 

0 4 3 
My=-rO"y-

3 
(8) 

After defining the ratio s m between the limit mo

ments Me and M~ from the expressions (6) and (8), 

we receive the following: 

(9) 

where 

. 3 

sm =~(~+ smap~os ap__ 

sinap cosap _ aP _ 

4 4 

4 sin6 ap 2 
. ) /(1--. 

9 ;r+smaP cosap -ap 3 (10) 

sin3 ap 
. ). 

;r+smap cosap -ap 

After putting the expression (9) into the formula (7), 
we obtain the following condition of alternating plastic 
deformation: 

~=I 0 . 
smM y 

(II) 

The ratio M I M~ is the relative co-ordinate of the 

bending moment. After marking it as m, the dependence 
(11) could be put down as follows: 
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Table 1. Dependence of the relative crack depth k on the coordinate m: 

k 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 

m 0.589 0.578 0.559 0.537 

(12) 

In the Fig 2 straight line 1 depicts the alternating 
yield condition. After expressing the crack depth by a 
relative value k == h P I r , the coordinate m is calculated 
and the zone, in which the bar would adapt itself to al
ternating plastic deformation, is determined. This calcu
lation is presented in Table 1. 

The second plastic fracture mechanism will appear 
when the plastic deformation zone of the cross-section 
crosses the previous neutral axis at each half-cycle of 
the moment change. Then plastic deformation will start 
ac-cumulating at the cross-section centre, and plastic frac
ture will develop. Using the principles of the additional 
load method, we may add to the axial force N such an 
of axial force increase m which would cause total plas
tic deformation of the bar only due to axial force: 

(13) 

where NY ==A say is the limit axial force causing plas
tic deformation of the whole cross-section; As is the 
cross-section area calculated by means of the formula 

(1). 
The axial force increase t.N without evaluation of 

unloading occurring on one side of the cross-section, may 
be expressed by the bending moment increase !1M : 

f f !1M !1M f !1M • tJY = adA = - xdA ==- xdA =-· Snl, (14) 
A A ly1 Iv1 A ly1 

l I ~ l 

where s;1 is the first moment of half of the cross-sec

tion in respect of the neutral axis. 
The increase of bending moment is equal to a dou-

ble limit of its change ie !1M ==2M*, and the expres
sion of the second moment of area is presented by the 
formula (4). By putting these values into the formula (14) 
and integrating it we obtain the following: 

t.N=M*y, (15) 

where y is a respective factor obtained by integrating 

the expression (14). 
Now the expression (15) is put into the formula (13): 

N M* 
or -+-y==l. 

NY NY 
(16) 

Here the term NY may be expressed by the limit 
moment MY causing the total yield of the cross-section 
damaged by a crack: 

MY == wpia y· (17) 

After marking NY I MY as b and putting the ex
pression of Ny into the formula (16), we obtain: 

0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 

0.513 0.488 0.462 0.436 0.409 0.383 

N M y 
-+-·-=1 
NY My fJ ' (18) 

where M is the bending moment which in the limit case 

is equal to the limiting value M * of the bending mo

ment. The limit stresses ~· and MY of the weakened cross
section may be replaced by the limiting stresses of the 

whole cross-section N~ = nr
2

0"y and M~. The latter 

value is calculated by means of the formula (8). After 
marking the respective factors as k 11 and k m , the stresses 
of the weakened cross-section are expressed in the fol
lowing way: 

0 
NY ==ki1N)" 

0 
M y=kmM y· 

(19) 

By putting the expression (19) into the formula ( 18) 
we obtain: 

_!!_. _1_ + _!!!__. _Y_ = 1_ 
N2 k 11 M2 k 111 ~ 

(20) 

Regarding that N y IN~ and My I M ~ are the rela

tive stress coordinates n and m, the formula (20) will 
finally obtain the following expression: 

n -
1
- + m __]___ = 1 or a · n + b · m = 1. (21) 

k 11 km~ 

The latter equation describes the bar shakedown 
condition in case of the second plastic fracture. These 
equations are presented in Table 2 according to the rela

tive crack depth k. 

Table 2. Equations of the relative crack depth k and conditions 
of progressing plastic fracture 

Relative crack Conditions of progressing plastic fracture 
depth k 

0 11 + 0.725m =I 

0.05 1.007n + 0. 733m = I 

0.10 1.01911 + 0.734m =I 

0.15 1.035n + 0.782m =I 

0.20 1.055n + 0.816m =I 

0.25 1.077n + 0.854m = I 

0.30 1.104n + 0.898m = I 

0.35 1.133n + 0.948m = I 

0.40 l.l6611 + I. 004m = I 

0.45 1.202n + 1.067m = I 

0.50 1.243n +!.138m= I 
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Fig 2. Dependence of the cracked bolt shakedown zone 
on the crack depth 

Depending on the crack depth, the bolt shakedown 
zone may be drawn in the area of stresses (Fig 2). Straight 
lines 2 define the zone that limits progressing plastic frac
ture, and the zone of alternating plastic deformation is 
described by straight lines 1. 

5. Conclusions 

Application of the additional load method for de
fining the shakedown of a bolt with a propagating crack 
is quite simple and effective. The obtained results are 
the analytical expressions of shakedown conditions for a 
bar with one-sided crack. Those findings are in a suffi
ciently good agreement with those achieved by using 
other methods. Divergences are caused by failure to ob

tain an accurate analytical expression. On the other hand, 
even approximate analytical expressions obtained by us
ing various programmes computational mathematics are 
very complicated. Although analytical expressions are of 
a generalising character, they loose, unfortunately, their 
expressivity because of their complexity. That is why the 
solution of this problem should be more accurate by us
ing numerical methods. Solution of the shakedown prob
lem is the first step in determining the safety factor of 
cyclically deformed bolts. 
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